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Jo Ann Callis Photographs: Color Mysteries

June 24-Sept 11, 1994

From June 24 to September 1 1, The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Jo Ann Callis Photo-

graphs: Color Mysteries, the next in the ongoing series of photography exhibitions in gallery 105.

The show surveys the Cincinnati-born, California-based photographer’s work in color, with a dozen

large prints made during a fifteen-year span beginning in 1977.

If one were to try to describe Jo Ann Callis’ photography with one word, a good first choice

would be enigmatic. The earliest works here, a group made in 1977 and 78, feature tightly-cropped

views of portions of people. No complete faces are visible - Man in Tie, Woman with Blue Bow,

Woman with Pink Slip, and Man Standing on Bed treat the human figures as symbols of people

rather than as real individuals. Who are they? What are they doing? Why? The photographs imply

more than they reveal; meaning is in the eye of the viewer. Her subsequent series is a logical next

step: instead of treating human figures as symbolic types, she creates still-lifes of symbolic objects,

with deadpan funny titles: Bird in Hat, Goldfish and Stringbeans, and Parrot and Sailboat. While

it may not be possible or even desirable to know exactly what these different “symbolically loaded”

objects represent, their juxtapositions generate an unpredictable energy, fueled by bizarre associa-

tions between objects and by tongue-in-cheek allusions to everything from Surrealist masterworks

to chintzy hotel room paintings. The gaudy color of her dye-transfer prints intensifies the brighter-

than-life effect.

Two photographs from the mid-1980s, Dish Trick and Performance, reintroduce the human

element by exploring certain kinds of self-conscious human actions. Each image captures the

crucial moment in a highly theatrical act, staged presumably for us. This is wholly consistent with

Callis affection for the absurd - people are forever doing pointless things with great aplomb. The

final three works, from 1992, are untitled. In each, bright, satiny fabric is draped over an object,

obscuring the thing itself, yet revealing its outer form - a table, a chair, an angel. Similar in feeling

and approach to the earliest group, these engage curiosity by implication rather than by revelation.

The exhibition was organized by Tom Hinson, curator of contemporary art.
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